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Abstract 
Recent years have seen enormous growth of internet-based utility services. Such 

infrastructural support provides fertile ground for the cultivation of knowledge-based 

practices, driving the development of low-cost, mass-market tools for knowledge 

sharing. IT Knowledge Services are the programs that provide content-based 

organizational outputs to meet end-user requirements. A major obstacle in the 

adaptation of IT knowledge services and markets is the sceptic behaviour of the end-

users. This thesis addresses the problem of how to manage consumer confidence in 

the IT knowledge services. Value chain analysis is employed for this objective. 

This thesis synthesises the results of survey of IT knowledge services users and 

providers (empirical analysis) and the results obtained by the peers (secondary 

analysis). The research reveals that majority of the users are not confident about the 

scope of knowledge services if these services are not designed in a way to overcome 

the internet’s inherent architectural vulnerabilities. Much concern about the privacy of 

personal information (including personal financial data such as bank info, credit card 

details etc.) among the respondents is observed. More than 61% of the users 

responded that their trust level will be increased if they are enabled to monitor the 

processing of their data in a comprehensible manner; however, only 12.5% of the 

respondents were found willing to pay more for better security (confidence building) 

solutions. The IT knowledge service providers believe that there is a disparity 

between the market expansion and the technological innovation; and therefore the 

supply of technological solutions does not match the market demand of dependable 

services and solutions. This situation gives rise to consumers’ distrust to the IT 

knowledge services ecosystem.  

The surveys were conducted in the form of interviews so as to provide the 

respondents a fine grained set of questions together with the possibility of having 

some informal discussions to have a better understanding of the contexts. A set of 

recommendations drawn from the results of this work are made at the end of this 

thesis. 

Keywords : IT knowledge services, value chain analysis, consumer confidence 
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1. Introduction  
 

The overall objective of this work is to present a management strategy to address 

consumer confidence in emerging IT Knowledge Services such as podcasting, 

mashups, RSS, widgets. The small and medium enterprises especially those which 

are involved in the public private partnership in the evolution of digital business 

ecosystem, will be referenced. Value chain analysis is to be used to investigate the 

synergies in the trust management. 

 

 

1.1. Context and Motivation 

 

Over the past few years, knowledge-based practices have advanced, driving the 

development of low-cost, mass-market tools for knowledge sharing. The emergence 

of Service Oriented Knowledge Utility promises a flexible, powerful and cost-efficient 

way of building, operating and evolving IT (Information Technology) intensive 

solutions for business, science and society. IT Knowledge Services integrate 

knowledge management, a knowledge organization, and knowledge markets. They 

are the programs that provide content-based organizational outputs to meet end-user 

requirements. IT Knowledge Services are delivered through knowledge markets. 

Knowledge markets are a group of related circular knowledge-service value chains 

that function collectively as a sector, to embed, advance, and extract value to yield 

sector outcomes and individual benefits. 

 

A major obstacle in the adaptation of IT Knowledge Services and markets is the 

sceptic behaviour of the end-users in these paradigms. People barter for information 

in knowledge markets; they use it as an instrument of power, or trade it for 

information of greater value. However, the open nature of the Internet is itself a 

bottleneck in attaining consumer confidence for adapting internet-overlay services. 

Research is needed on the dependability and trustworthiness of all aspects of the 

cyberspace system in a way that enables users to manage their privacy and their 
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security. This approach will result in greater system reliability and robustness, while 

maintaining a degree of transparency for users.  

 

This situation motivates us to develop prolific approaches to solve the issue. In this 

thesis value chain analysis is employed to manage consumer confidence in the IT 

Knowledge Services. A value chain is a chain of activities. Products pass through all 

activities of the chain in order and at each activity the product gains some value. The 

chain of activities gives the products more added value than the sum of added values 

of all activities. This thesis addresses the issues raised in Collins & Mansell (2004) by 

proposing a chain of activities for the design and deployment of IT Knowledge 

Services/utilities. The proposed value chain will not only include business-centric and 

technology-centric activities; but also user-centric activities, where user requirements 

and usability issues of IT Knowledge Services/utilities will be of paramount 

importance. 

 

 

1.2. Research Focus 

 

This thesis addresses a multi-dimensional problem and therefore research 

methodologies are constituted of analytical investigation as well as analysis of best 

practices vis-à-vis their suitability in the highly dynamic (loosely coupled) services 

domain. Research includes empirical analysis that involves gathering information 

from IT Knowledge Services providers and end-users; secondary data is collected via 

literature review. 

 

 

1.3. Scope of the Thesis 

 

This thesis investigates the answers for the following questions: 

 

1. What are the generic privacy and trust requirements of IT Knowledge Services’ 

consumers that the providers of these services must address? 
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2. Does there already exist technological solutions for the secure and trustworthy 

provision of IT Knowledge Services? If so, how they can be used to leverage 

consumer confidence? 

3. How businesses can manage consumer confidence while making the best use of 

the virtualization technologies (e.g. multitenancy) in the services market? 

 

 

1.4. Outline of the Thesis 

 

This thesis is organized into five chapters. Figure 1 shows the outline of the thesis. 

Chapter-1 is already presented in the current section; the contents of the following 

chapters are briefed here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Outline of the Thesis 
 

 

Chapter-2 provides an overview of the state of the art analysis of the existing literature.  

Chapter-3 presents the methodology used in this thesis and the research findings 

obtained through this methodology. Chapter-4 contains a set of recommendations 

derived from the research findings and the conclusions of this work.  Finally, Chapter-5 

points towards various references that are cited in this thesis. At the end of the thesis 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

Chapter 2: Literature Review 

Chapter 3: Research Findings  

Chapter 4: Recommendations & Conclusions 

Chapter 5: References 
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document, a set of appendices are included that contain the questionnaires of the survey 

forms used to collect primary data for this work. 
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2. Literature Review 
 

This section is divided into three subsections to cover the three main areas of this 

work: value chain analysis, customer confidence, and IT Knowledge Services. 

 

 

2.1. Value Chain Analysis 

 

The concept of value chain analysis was propounded by Michael Porter (1985). In 

value chain analysis, products pass through all activities of the chain where at 

each activity the product gains some value. The chain of activities gives the 

products more added value than the sum of added values of all activities. The 

value chain categorizes the generic value-adding activities of an organization. The 

"primary activities" include: inbound logistics, operations (production), outbound 

logistics, marketing and sales (demand), and services (maintenance). The 

"support activities" include: administrative infrastructure management, human 

resource management, information technology, and procurement. The costs and 

value drivers are identified for each value activity. The value chain framework 

quickly made its way to the forefront of management thought as a powerful 

analysis tool for strategic planning. Its ultimate goal is to maximize value creation 

while minimizing costs. The concept of value chain analysis has been extended 

beyond individual organizations. It can apply to whole supply chains and 

distribution networks. The delivery of a mix of products and services to the end 

customer will mobilize different economic factors, each managing its own value 

chain. The industry wide synchronized interactions of those local value chains 

create an extended value chain, sometimes global in extent. Porter terms this 

larger interconnected system of value chains the "value system." A value system 

includes the value chains of a firm's supplier (and their suppliers all the way 

back), the firm itself, the firm distribution channels, and the firm's buyers (and 

presumably extended to the buyers of their products, and so on). 
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Ensign (2001) aims at providing a comprehensive way to define and categorize 

the various kinds of linkages and interrelationships between activities of the value 

chain. Three methods for the classification of interrelationships are suggested in 

this article. These are based on the kinds of linkages between activities. To be 

useful, value chain analysis must be a worthwhile method of dividing the firm into 

activities in order to understand their impact on the business unit. The value chain 

can be employed to explore the impact that each activity individually can have on 

cost behaviour and differentiation. Implications of strategic linkages and value 

chain analysis for strategic planning were discussed. It discusses how value chain 

analysis can aid organizations in their endeavours to gain a competitive 

advantage. They also look at how Information technology (IT) can be used to 

analyze the value chain, and how IT can aid in the synchronization of value chain 

activities. The paper also examines, how analyzing a competitor’s value chain can 

help an organization to gain a competitive advantage and the linkages in the 

value chain, and how these linkages can be of benefit when analyzing value chain 

activities. However, it is not clear that how the value chain of the competitors be 

accessed to achieve the competitive advantage. In other words, how a company 

should protect its value chain from its competitors to maintain its edge over the 

market. This issue is completely ignored in this work. Whereas the discussion of 

the linkages in the value chain, and how these linkages can be of benefit when 

analysing value chain activities provide a good source of information for 

developing value handoffs from one stage to the other. 

 

Donaldson et al. (2006) present an original methodological tool CVCA (Customer 

Value Chain Analysis) that enables design teams in the product definition phase 

to comprehensively identify pertinent stakeholders, their relationships with each 

other, and their role in the product's life cycle. The CVCA enables design teams to 

conveniently identify various product requirements and their relative priority when 

undertaking Product Definition Assessment and using downstream 'Design for X' 

(DfX) tools. DfX tool is designed to set down customer needs early in the product 

development process. Consequently CVCA is evolved to accommodate the tools 

requirements. This work is a good example of developing tool support with proper 

validation and valorisation. This work presents three case studies to highlight the 
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tool's broad utility and important features to support design decision making; 

however, it is unclear if a highly dynamic products (such as IT knowledge 

services) can equally benefit from its existing features: confirmation of the 

product's business model, recognition of the critical stakeholders, and clarification 

of the value proposition to be embedded in the product. 

 

Rabelo et al. (2007) presents a novel approach that integrates the analytic 

hierarchy process (AHP) technique, system dynamics (SD), and discrete-event 

simulation (DES) to model the service and manufacturing activities of the global 

supply chain of a multinational construction equipment corporation. Hybrid SD-

DES simulation models offer a practical approach to better model real-life 

systems and increase confidence in their outcomes. The DES models are 

developed using the supply chain operations reference (SCOR) model to guide 

the modelling process. Managers evaluate the competing decision alternatives 

based on the obtained simulation results of the hybrid models and other 

qualitative factors using group AHP analysis. This integration enables managers 

to utilize their own experiences, preferences and qualitative assessments that 

increase the level of their confidence in the decisions resulting in the maximization 

of shareholder value. The hybrid modelling approach of the AHP technique 

provides powerful tool for the managers; but this technique is aimed to enhance 

managers’ confidence in their decisions and does not aim to boost consumers’ 

confidence. In other words, this technique is useful for the management side for 

managing the share value; but is not worthy for client-side value chain analysis of 

the products. 

 

 

2.2. Consumer Confidence Management 

 

Managing consumer confidence is an important parameter not only for individual 

businesses but also for the entire economy. In the United State, the term 

consumer confidence index (CCI)1 is introduced to measure Americans’ attitudes 

                                                 
1 http://useconomy.about.com/od/economicindicators/p/consumer_confid.htm  
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about current and future economic conditions. Consumer confidence is important 

to the economy because consumer spending drives 70% of economic growth. If 

consumers are uncertain about the economy, they will buy less, and the economy 

will slow further. If consumer confidence increases, then the economy will grow. 

There is no measurement of global consumer confidence due to varied economic 

trends and consumer preferences around the globe. However, Colin (2008) 

country by country analysis indicates huge variance around the globe. In an 

interconnected global economy, tracking international consumer confidence is a 

lead indicator of economic trends. 

 

Christiaanse et al. (2003) presents a study assessing the impact of third-party-

provided electronic commerce assurance on consumers' likelihood to purchase 

products and services online and their concerns about privacy and transaction 

integrity. Study hypotheses are based on marketing theory concerning the role of 

risk and trust in consumer decision making. The impact of various product and 

vendor risk levels on consumer responses is also tested. 1,109 subjects 

participated in a 2 (high and low product risk) by 2 (high and low vendor risk) by 3 

(third-party assurance, self-proclaimed assurance, no assurance) computerized 

online experiment. As hypothesized, third-party assurance significantly increased 

purchasing likelihood and reduced consumers' concerns about privacy and 

transaction integrity. However, interestingly, no significant differences could be 

detected between different third-party assurance providers. As expected, product 

risk and vendor risk had negative effects on purchasing likelihood, and vendor risk 

had a positive impact on concerns. Also, a significant but weak interaction term 

was found in the sense that third- party assurance had slightly more impact on 

purchasing likelihood when the vendor risk condition was high. Theoretical 

predictions are supported in this work. Research findings presented in this article 

offer some theoretical insight into the decision making of online consumers and 

suggest management implications for online vendors and third-party assurance 

providers such as accountants or consumer unions. 

 

The report of Collins & Mansell (2004) is based on 10 state-of-the-art science 

reviews commissioned by the Foresight Project (www.foresight.gov.uk). Each of 
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the papers highlights the current state of knowledge in selected areas as well as 

gaps in the evidence base needed to address issues of cyber trust and crime 

prevention in the future. It provides a synthesis of theoretical and empirical work 

in the sciences and social sciences that indicates the drivers, opportunities, 

threats, and barriers to the future evolution of cyberspace and the feasibility of 

crime prevention measures. The aim of this report is to highlight the possible 

drivers, opportunities, threats, and barriers to the future evolution of cyberspace 

and to consider the feasibility of crime prevention measures. It pointed that the 

evolution of cyberspace is a subject of great controversy. There are divergent 

views about whether the UK has a competitive advantage in developing 

technologies that will be trusted by the majority of their users and whether there is 

a need for government initiatives to ensure the development of trustworthy 

technologies. There are similarly divergent views about the need to constrain 

cyberspace developments in order to limit the potential for destructive attack, 

strengthen collective security, and limit privacy invasive intrusions. The scientific 

evidence base cannot be applied to resolve all of these controversies. It can, 

however, be applied to clarify how the human and technical components of 

cyberspace relate to each other. It can suggest how the interventions in 

cyberspace by different actors are likely to reverberate throughout the social and 

technical system. 

 

The cyberspace is a complex human and technical system. The structure of the 

Internet is favouring fragmentation into many loosely connected cyber-

communities that are governed by a range of different principles. This makes the 

cyberspace system subject to highly unpredictable emergent behaviours and it 

makes the consequences of efforts to prevent crime very difficult to predict. This 

is especially so when such efforts are targeted at particularly unstable 

components of the system. One of the key considerations from a perspective that 

emphasizes the relationships between cyber trust and crime prevention, is the 

development of an understanding of the causes of crime in this new environment. 

Just as in other areas of crime prevention, it is necessary to assess whether 

cyberspace developments will give rise to new ‘conjunctions of criminal 

opportunity’. In order to do so, we need to examine features of the components of 
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cyberspace to determine the extent to which people will have greater 

predispositions to crime, new resources available to them to commit crime and 

many other factors. At the same time, it is needed to assess the extent to which 

those who develop the new cyberspace systems have incentives to adopt 

measures that will make cyberspace less attractive for criminals and crime 

promoters (those who make crimes more likely, for example, by providing ‘inside 

information’, passwords, tools, incentives and encouragement, etc., or merely by 

being careless with their own security) wherever they are found. It provides a 

logical interaction among the various interrelated technologies such as cyber-

security, cyber-trust, cyber-privacy, etc. 

 

A study conducted by Johnson et al. (2008) examines the role of consumer 

technology paradoxes within the context of self-service technology and the routes 

by which these paradoxes influence customer satisfaction evaluation. Analysis of 

survey data from online banking customers indicates that three paradoxes 

operate in this context: control/chaos, fulfil needs/create needs, and 

freedom/enslavement. The study reveals further that the effects of these 

paradoxes on customer satisfaction are mediated by consumer performance 

ambiguity and consumer trust in technology. Theoretical and managerial 

implications of consumer paradoxical experiences for technology-based services 

are discussed. 

 

According to experts speaking at the annual Information Security Solutions 

Europe (ISSE)2 event in 2006 at Rome, the prosperity of ecommerce and e-

banking is being undermined by user insecurity and overly complex products. In a 

panel debate, Peter Keller of telecoms firm Swisscom argued that as many as a 

third of all consumers may be limiting themselves to browsing and using email, 

because they are too afraid to attempt more complex procedures online. He 

blamed scaremongering among the mass media, and poorly engineered and 

difficult to use products as major causes of user insecurity. Security expert Bruce 

Schneier agreed, explaining that internet service providers could play a vital role 

                                                 
2 http://www.accountancyage.com/itweek/news/2166285/built-security-needed-restore  
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in providing the same support and protection for consumers as corporate IT 

departments do for enterprise users. Swisscom’s Keller also argued that vendors 

must provide better security information to their customers to explain the “true 

risks rather than confusing them with too many security messages”, and added 

that regulation may be required to enforce quality and reliability of some products. 

Michael Howard, a senior Microsoft security manager, admitted that Microsoft has 

in the past been guilty of bombarding users with overly technical information. He 

added that technology vendors cannot assume any level of education in the end 

user, therefore it is fundamentally important that products are manufactured with 

security measures built-in as standard. 

 

Kim et al. (2008) addressed the importance of trust and risk in consumers' 

electronic commerce purchasing decisions and the antecedents of trust and risk 

in this context. They explored how trust and risk affect an Internet consumer's 

purchasing decision. They develop a theoretical framework describing the trust-

based decision-making process a consumer uses when making a purchase from 

a given site and tested the proposed model using a Structural Equation Modelling 

technique on Internet consumer purchasing behaviour data collected via a Web 

survey. The results of the study show that Internet consumers' trust and perceived 

risk have strong impacts on their purchasing decisions. Consumer disposition to 

trust, reputation, privacy concerns, security concerns, the information quality of 

the Website, and the company's reputation, have strong effects on Internet 

consumers' trust in the Website. Interestingly, the presence of a third-party seal 

did not strongly influence consumers' trust. 

 

 

2.3. IT Knowledge Services 

IT Knowledge services – as defined in the Wikipedia (2008, 24 December) – is an 

emerging concept that integrates knowledge management, knowledge 

organization, and knowledge markets. IT Knowledge Services are programs that 

provide content-based (data, information, knowledge) organizational outputs (e.g., 

advice, answers, facilitation), to meet external user wants or needs. IT Knowledge 
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Services are delivered through knowledge markets. There are four types of IT 

Knowledge Services: generate content, develop products, provide assistance, 

and share solutions. IT Knowledge Services are modelled as a circular value 

chain comprising nine stages that embed, advance, or extract value from 

knowledge-based products and services. The stages are: generate, transform, 

manage, use internally, transfer, enhance, use professionally, use personally, and 

evaluate. Simard (2007) described a rich to reach service delivery spectrum that 

is segmented into categories of recipients, with associated levels of distribution, 

interactions, content complexity, and channels. The categories, from rich to reach, 

are: unique (once only), complex (science), technical (engineering), specialized 

(professional), simplified (popular), and mandatory (everyone). Clair and Reich 

(2002) describe internal IT Knowledge Services as a management approach that 

integrates information management, knowledge management, and strategic 

learning into an enterprise-wide function. RocSearch (2006) take a broader 

external view, referring to a nascent IT Knowledge Services industry that goes 

beyond traditional cost and time leveraging advantages of the traditional 

consulting sector. 

 

Simard (2006) presents a knowledge-services market model developed under the 

auspices of Natural Resources Canada. It describes a cyclic end-to-end 

knowledge-market model comprising nine stages that embed, advance, or extract 

value into knowledge products and services along an IT Knowledge Services 

value chain. The purpose of this model is to increase the level of understanding of 

IT Knowledge Services and to facilitate participation of science and technology 

departments in the Government of Canada 2005 Service Vision. Despite its 

specific application in the Natural Resources Canada, the model is generic 

enough to be applicable to IT Knowledge Services provided by a broad range of 

organizations. The qualitative model presented in this article support 

measurement and subsequent management of IT Knowledge Services as a 

system. It also provides a number of insights about knowledge markets. The 

proposed knowledge-market model comprises of nine stages that are: generate, 

transform, manage, use internally, transfer, add value, use professionally, use 

personally, and evaluate. The first five stages are internal to a knowledge 
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organization (production and transfer) while the last four stages are external 

(intermediaries, clients, and citizens). Because the value chain cyclic, it can be 

used to model either a supply (post-production evaluation) or a demand (pre-

production evaluation) approach to knowledge markets. 

 

The author observes that value chains are well understood in the private sector as 

production or distribution channels. Business strategies often focus on moving up 

a value chain to be closer to the consumer. IT Knowledge Services value chain is 

defined as the flow of IT Knowledge Services through the IT Knowledge Services 

system in which value is embedded, advanced, or extracted by the organization, 

sectors, and society. The transfer stage of the IT Knowledge Services value chain 

primarily involves intellectual rather than physical property (even though it may be 

in the form of a publication or CD-ROM). The paper identified three types of work 

that are involved in the transfer of intellectual property rights to organizational 

outputs. They are: 

 

1. Transact: Conduct business to enable the transfer of rights and limits to use, 

reuse, or redistribute outputs from the organization to intermediaries/clients. 

2. Interact: Enhance the ability, readiness, or willingness of intermediaries/clients 

to understand and apply outputs to solve their problems. 

3. Transfer: Deliver, distribute, or disseminate outputs to intermediaries/clients. 

 

This article demonstrates a number of key principles a value-chain approach 

gives to the IT Knowledge Services. They include: 

 

1. IT Knowledge Services are much richer and more complex than simply 

transferring knowledge from providers to users. 

2. Content flows through a sequence of stages in which its form is changed and 

its value or utility to users are increased at each stage. 

3. A knowledge value chain comprises nine stages in which value is embedded, 

advanced or extracted at each stage. 

4. Transfer primarily involves intellectual property rights rather than physical 

property. 
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Wetherill et al. (2007) describes a knowledge management environment based on 

the web-services model aimed at promoting informed sustainability practices. This 

validation of the knowledge environment provided the basis for formulating 

recommendations for promoting knowledge-based sustainable construction. It is 

emphasized in this article that in order to promote sustainable construction, the 

construction industry needs to intensify its efforts to move to a knowledge 

intensive mode. The authors concluded that sustainability goals can only be 

achieved if new resources of knowledge and expertise inform construction 

activities. Some of this comes in the form of good practice and standards, but 

much will have to come from situated and contextual appreciations of 

sustainability goals and local practices developed across organizational, 

professional, and multicultural boundaries. 

 

Knowledge Management Review (2007) reports on Great Britain as it leads other 

major economies in exporting IT Knowledge Services. IT Knowledge Services 

encompass a wide variety of activities and industries that mostly rely on the 

exploitation of science and technology, ideas, and high levels of specialist 

knowledge. According to the latest research of The Work Foundation 

(www.theworkfoundation.com), Great Britain have exported about 75 billion 

pounds worth of IT Knowledge Services in 2005 and appears to be leading the 

rest of the world. Analyzing official trade figures (from the UK government's "Pink 

Book"), the research finds that in 2005, the UK exported about £75 billion worth of 

IT Knowledge Services – up from £28 billion in 1995, a rise of 170 percent and 

now worth some 6.3 percent of GDP. This represents a quarter of all UK exports – 

significantly more than any other major economy. 

 

It is vital that information managers are able to demonstrate the added value of 

information and IT Knowledge Services for their organizations. Establishing the 

Return on Investment (ROI) of these services requires a clear understanding of 

the basic structure of intellectual capital and, when communicated, an ROI can 

provide further evidence of the strategically important role played by information 

managers in the business models of their organizations. The research that takes 
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place to establish the estimate of the ROI is based on identifying and surveying 

knowledge workers, using a mix of questionnaires and in-depth interviews. 

 

Hendriks and Wooler (2006) outline a five-step approach to show how a map can 

be made of an organization's information environment and how this can be used 

to measure returns in specific values, differentiated over all areas of an 

organization's activity. A structured approach is described to derive the final 

valuation of the information and IT Knowledge Services, and their management, 

using the themes of quality, character, management style, and shelf life. They 

also show how to develop marketing and communication plan for information and 

IT Knowledge Services, and the role this plays in providing evidence of ROI. The 

importance of information managers clearly understanding the core processes of 

their organization and its key steps is emphasized, and an explanation given on 

how to identify the benefits that information and knowledge can bring to these 

processes. They also show how benchmarking is used in ROI and how an 

information department can monitor its client base. 

 

Mentzas et al. (2007) discuss the use of semantic technology to create 

infrastructures for knowledge management (KM) and commerce. They propose a 

semantic architecture for use in Knowledge Services. They suggest that the 

content of knowledge assets requires textured representations and that 

synchronous and asynchronous communication should be utilized. They propose 

a knowledge object ontology that identifies concepts for information retrieval. 

They suggest the use of a universal discovery, description, and integration (UDDI) 

platform to manage IT Knowledge Services and the use of negotiation protocols. 

The salient feature of this work is its capacity to address the highly context 

dependent nature of knowledge transactions and the need to support flexible 

negotiation mechanisms for online trading. However, it does not provide any 

ready to use solution for more critical scenarios of knowledge trading such as 

long-term knowledge partnerships or multi-directional knowledge exchanges. 
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3. Research Findings  
 

This section synthesizes the empirical analysis that involved gathering information 

from IT Knowledge Services providers and end-users; and secondary data collected 

via literature review. These findings constitute the basis for the recommendations 

made in the chapter 4 of this thesis. Two kind of public was targeted in the collection 

of primary data: Users of IT Knowledge Services; and providers of IT Knowledge 

Services. Respective survey questionnaires are provided in the annex 1 & 2 

respectively.  

 

1. Service users  

Service users are the consumers of IT Knowledge Services. This group is 

generally perceived as general public or human users of a service. However, in 

the context of IT Knowledge Services in general and in the scope of this thesis in 

particular, service users’ community consists of individuals (human users, general 

public) as well as businesses. The impact of IT Knowledge Services on their 

diverse community of users varies enormously. There are several social issues 

that are associated with the behaviour of human users of IT Knowledge Services; 

whereas business models play predominant role in the behaviour of businesses 

using IT Knowledge Services. 

 

 

2. Service providers  

Service providers are the supplier of IT Knowledge Services. Their business 

interests circle around the reliability of these services as their customers’ 

confidence is heavily dependant on the credibility of these services. Following 

figure depicts the higher stakes for the knowledge service providers: 
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Figure 2: Evolution of Digital Ecosystems 
Image taken from the Digital Business Ecosystems website 

 

 

3.1. Methodology Used 

 

Primary data for this thesis was collected through a set of surveys as different kind of 

input was solicited from different actors of the knowledge service ecosystem (service 

users; service providers). The criteria for designing these surveys were: 

 

1. Extract maximum information from minimum number of questions; 

2. Information gathered from these surveys should be more rigorous than one 

based on personal opinion or belief; 

3. Surveys’ findings can be harnessed in a way that final results and conclusion 

should bear needful credibility. 

  

It was extremely important to distinguish the impact of IT Knowledge Services from 

the associated factors such as underlying technologies (internet); trust relationship 
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with (including reputation of) the service providers; capacity and awareness of 

service users to understand the correct/secure use of IT Knowledge Services 

(ergonomics of IT Knowledge Services). The preparation of survey questionnaire was 

therefore a crucial task. It was designed through interactions with the people having 

strong background of customer support/relations. 

 

Next important task was to reach respondents to attain the critical mass of primary 

data needed for this work. Survey was mainly carried out through public events 

(generally for the service users) and interviews (mostly for the service providers). 

Emphasis was given to capture every bit of information during these interactions such 

as explanatory notes related to the survey questions. 

 

Secondary data was collected through literature review and other survey results 

published by the reputed sources. Finally, synthesis of this primary and secondary 

data was carried out before proposing a value chain for managing consumer 

confidence in IT Knowledge Services. 
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3.2. Results Obtained 

 

3.2.1. Results of Primary Data Analysis 

 

The primary data collection was made through a total of 86 interviews/surveys. There 

were 78 service users and 8 service providers. The survey questionnaires are 

provided in the annex 1 & 2 respectively. This section reports and analyse the survey 

questions of both surveys. 

 

 

Service consumers 

 

Question 1: 

 

Do you believe that internet is a secure mean of 

communication? 

Yes 

27/78 = 

34.62% 

No 

51/78 = 

65.38% 

 

If not:   

• Will you trust internet-based services if its underlying 

infrastructure is made more secure? 

Yes 

44/51 = 

86.27% 

No 

7/51 = 

13.73% 

 

• Do you expect internet-based services to be resilient? 

– i.e. their security should be independent of the 

internet vulnerabilities 

Yes 

32/51 = 

62.75% 

No 

19/51 = 

37.25% 

 

 

Tableau 1: Internet security 
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Figure 3: Trend of IT Knowledge Services users for Question 1 
 

 

It is evident from this survey question that majority of the respondents does not 

consider internet as a safe underlying infrastructure. Their majority believes that 

internet-based services (IT Knowledge Services could be the case) should be 

designed in a way to cope with the inherent deficiencies of the internet. A great 

majority of the respondents anticipates wider adoption of internet-based services if its 

core infrastructure is made safer. 

 

 

Question 2: 

 

You had any personal experience of online fraud? Yes 

8/78 = 

10.26% 

No 

70/78 = 

89.74% 
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If yes:    

• Did you manage to recover the losses incurred? Yes 

7/8 = 

87.50% 

No 

1/8 = 

12.50% 

 

• Did you plan for such incidence (by purchasing some 

kind of insurance)? 

Yes 

2/8 = 

25.00% 

No 

6/8 = 

75.00% 

 

• Did you get compensation from service provider? Yes 

0/8 = 

0% 

No 

8/8 = 

100.00% 

 

Tableau 2: Online frauds 
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Figure 4: Trend of IT Knowledge Services users for Question 2 
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Almost a tenth of respondents were the victim of online fraud. Majority of them were 

able to recover the monetary losses incurred mainly because of the composite 

insurance cover of their respective financial institution. Majority of these victims didn’t 

buy such insurance with intent; it was rather included in the comprehensive cover of 

their financial solutions. None of the victim respondents was compensated by the 

service provider. 

 

 

Question 3: 

 

Do you use IT Knowledge Services? Yes 

70/78 = 

89.74% 

No 

8/78 = 

10.26% 

 

If yes:   

• In general, how often are you concerned about your privacy while you are 

using IT Knowledge Services? (select only one): 

 Never 

0/70 = 0% 

 

Rare 

0/70 = 

0% 

Occasionally 

1/70 = 

1.42% 

  Often 

2/70 = 

2.86% 

Frequently 

9/70 = 

12.86% 

Always 

58/70 = 

82.86% 

• Do IT Knowledge Services bring betterment in your 

life? 

Yes 

67/70 = 

95.71% 

 

No 

3/70 = 

4.29% 

• Do you believe that advantages of using IT Knowledge 

Services exceed the privacy concerns? 

Yes 

32/70 = 

45.71% 

 

No 

38/70 = 

54.29% 

If not:   

• Do you avoid IT Knowledge Services? Yes 

8/8 = 

No 

0/8 = 0% 
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100.00% 

 

If yes, then what is the most probable reason for this 

(select only one): 

  

• You do not trust these services 7/8 = 87.50% 

 

• They’re difficult to use 0/8 = 0% 

 

• You do not have easy access to these resources 1/8 = 12.50% 

 

• Other  0/8 = 0% 

 

 

Tableau 3: Use of IT Knowledge Services 
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Figure 5: Trend of IT Knowledge Services users for Question 3 (1 of 3) 
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Figure 6: Trend of IT Knowledge Services users for Question 3 (2 of 3) 
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Figure 7: Trend of IT Knowledge Services users for Question 3 (3 of 3) 
 

 

A vast majority of the respondents uses the IT Knowledge Services. They believe 

that IT Knowledge Services have improved their lives. However, their majority is 

always concerned about their privacy while using these services. Moreover, despite 

using IT Knowledge Services for the betterment of their lives, majority of these users 

feel that the advantages of using these services do not overcome their privacy 

concerns. Those respondents who do not use IT Knowledge Services 

overwhelmingly mentioned their lack of trust on these services. 

 

 

Question 4: 

 

Which of the following personal information, you can comfortably provide to the IT 

Knowledge Services: 

Name 

65/78 = 

83.33% 

 

Profession 

10/78 = 

12.82% 

Address 

65/78 = 

83.33% 

Telephone 

47/78 = 

60.26% 

Email 

72/78 = 

92.31% 

Date of birth 

13/78 = 

16.67% 

 

Gender 

78/78 = 

100.00% 

Marital status 

37/78 = 

47.44% 

Family composition 

20/78 = 25.64% 

Other  4/78 = 5.13% 

 

 

Tableau 4: Personal information 
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Figure 8: Trend of IT Knowledge Services users for Question 4 
 

 

All the respondents do not feel any problem in providing their gender info to the 

service providers. A vast majority can comfortably provide their email addresses to 

these providers despite knowing that their inbox can be flooded by spam. It seems to 

be the risk that knowledge service users are ready to take for the benefits associated 

with these services. However, very few respondents were willing to provide their date 

of birth, professional details, and family composition to these providers. Information 

about their marital status was something that half of the respondents considered 

irrelevant with the provision of IT Knowledge Services. Very few respondents were 

found willing to provide more than the mentioned list of information such as 

information about their insurance details; travelling plans; etc. 

 

 

Question 5: 

 

What do you expect from the IT Knowledge Services providers in respect to the 
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information they have collected from you? 

• Retain the information for their future use (ease of using these services)  

All of them                                Some of them  

5/78 = 6.41%                        37/78 = 47.44% 

 

• Delete the information as soon as the services are completed  

 All of them                                 Some of them  

73/78 = 93.59%                          41/78 = 52.56% 

 

 

Tableau 5: Expectations from the IT Knowledge Services providers 
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Figure 9: Trend of IT Knowledge Services users for Question 5 
 

 

Majority of the respondents would like the knowledge service providers should delete 

all their information at the conclusion of the current lifecycle of the offered knowledge 
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service. Nearly half of the respondents seemed willing to let the IT Knowledge 

Services providers keep some of the (basic) information for the future use. They are 

afraid that their data can be used for unsolicited purposes.  

 

 

Question 6: 

 

Do you trust IT Knowledge Services providers that your privacy will be maintained 

(your information will not be used for any other purpose)? 

Strongly 

agree 

0/78 = 0% 

 

Agree 

20/78 = 

25.64% 

Disagree 

8/78 = 

10.26% 

Strongly 

disagree 

13/78 = 

16.67% 

 

Don’t bother 

2/78 = 

2.56% 

Don’t know 

35/78 = 

44.87% 

 

Tableau 6: Trust on the IT Knowledge Services providers 
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Figure 10: Trend of IT Knowledge Services users for Question 6 
 

 

Almost half of the respondents were not aware of the service providers’ legal 

obligation of protecting the privacy of the service users. Nearly a quarter of the 

respondents ‘believe’ that service providers will not breach their privacy; however, 

this belief was rather associated with their intuition instead of any formal assurance. 

 

 

Questions 7-9: 

 

Do you find the privacy statement and general conditions of using IT Knowledge 

Services comprehensible (easy to understand)? 

Yes 

1/78 = 1.28% 

 

No 

17/78 = 21.79% 

Not all of them 

6/78 = 7.69% 

I don’t read them 

54/78 = 69.23% 

 

 

What is your background? 

IT Professional 

23/78 = 29.49% 

 

Legal expert 

6/78 = 7.69% 

Other  

49/78 = 62.82% 

 

 

Does your background facilitates/impedes your understanding of privacy statement 

and general conditions of using IT Knowledge Services? 

Yes 

11/78 = 

14.10% 

No 

23/78 = 

29.49% 

They are easy 

for everyone 

7/78 = 8.97% 

They are 

difficult to 

understand for 

professionals 

too 

19/78 = 

Don’t know 

18/78 = 

23.08% 
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24.36% 

 

 

Tableau 7: Comprehensibility of privacy statements 
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Figure 11: Trend of IT Knowledge Services users for Question 7 
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Figure 12: Trend of IT Knowledge Services users for Question 8 
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Figure 13: Trend of IT Knowledge Services users for Question 9 
 

 

It is interesting that a vast majority of the respondents do not read the privacy 

statement and general conditions of using IT Knowledge Services. This behaviour 

seems strange as majority of these users have shown their serious concerns about 

the privacy issues. During discussions with these users, it was observed that the 

privacy statements and usage conditions are not flexible enough to engage these 

users in a set of dialogue – i.e. a user ‘has to’ accept the predefined set of these 

conditions to access the IT Knowledge Services. And therefore, majority of the users 

click the ‘accept’ button (without reading them) to proceed. At this point, it is worth to 

notice that there is no considerable barrier of a user’s background to understand the 

set of these terms and conditions. 

 

 

Questions 10-11: 

 

Do you have any mean of monitoring of the processing of your personal data? 

Yes 

0/78 = 0% 

 

No 

15/78 = 19.23% 

Don’t know 

53/78 = 67.95% 

Don’t care 

10/78 = 12.82% 

 

 

Will your trust level be increased if you’d be enabled to monitor your personal data 

handling? 

Yes 

48/78 = 61.54% 

 

No 

3/78 = 3.85% 

Don’t know 

17/78 = 21.79% 

Don’t care 

10/78 = 12.82% 

 

Tableau 8: Monitoring of personal data 
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Figure 14: Trend of IT Knowledge Services users for Questions 10 & 11 
 

 

Majority of the respondents didn’t know if there is a mechanism of monitoring (at their 

disposal) the processing of their personal data; whereas a good number of 

respondents believed that there does not exist any such mechanism in today’s IT 

Knowledge Services provisions. Majority of the respondents think that their trust level 

will be increased if such monitoring mechanism is provided to them. There was a 

small group of respondents who do not care about the monitoring possibility as they 

are those service users who do not care so much about the protection of their data. 

 

 

Question 12: 

 

Are you ready to pay more for better security of the services? 

Yes 

0/78 = 0% 

No 

63/78 = 80.77% 

Depends on the 

security guarantees  

Depends on the 

price 
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4/78 = 5.13% 

 

11/78 = 14.10% 

 

Tableau 9: Prices of better security solutions 
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Figure 15: Trend of IT Knowledge Services users for Question 12 
 

 

Not a single respondent was willing to pay more for a better set of security guaran-

tees. Majority of them were not in the favour of enhanced pricing model. They see 

this expenditure as operating cost of the service providers as they need to invest this 

money to attain the consumer confidence rather than transferring these overheads to 

the consumers. There were few respondents who were ready to explore the price 

and corresponding security assurances before making their mindset. 

 

 

Question 13: 
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What is your overall assessment about the internet-based IT Knowledge Services: 

• Yes, I am confident                             8/78 = 10.26% 

• No, I am not confident                       53/78 = 67.95% 

• Unsure,  I am not sure about them    17/78 = 21.79% 

 

Tableau 10: IT Knowledge Services users overall assessment 
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Figure 16: Trend of IT Knowledge Services users for Question 13 
 

 

The trend of service users’ response to this final question clearly heralds the need of 

better solutions for raising the consumer confidence. More than half of the 

respondents were not confident about the internet-based IT Knowledge Services; 

whereas a considerable number of these respondents were completely unsure about 

these services. Only less than a tenth of the respondents were found confident about 

the use of the internet-based IT Knowledge Services. 
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Service Providers 

 

Question 1: 

 

Is it difficult to motivate people to become users of 

IT Knowledge Services? 

Yes 

3/8 = 

37.50% 

 

No 

5/8 = 

62.50% 

Don’t know 

0/8 = 0% 

 

Tableau 11: New IT Knowledge Services users 
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Figure 17: Trend of IT Knowledge Services providers for Question 1 
 

 

Majority of the respondents answered that it is not difficult to find new clients of IT 

Knowledge Services. However, they agree that the reason for this great interest 

among the general public is due to the fascinating nature of these services rather 

than their privacy assurances. 
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Question 2: 

 

Is consumer confidence stimulating your 

business? 

Yes 

6/8 = 

75.00% 

 

No 

2/8 = 

25.00% 

Don’t know 

0/8 = 0% 

 

Tableau 12: Impact of consumer confidence on the businesses 
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Figure 18: Trend of IT Knowledge Services providers for Question 2 
 

 

Majority of the respondents believe that their business (knowledge service provision) 

is stimulated by the consumer confidence. However, there was a considerable 

number of the respondents who believe that consumer confidence is no doubt an 

important business parameter; still it is not the prime factor of their business 
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stimulation. This later category of respondents was of the opinion that other factors 

(such as services spectrum, business model, prices, etc.) together with consumer 

confidence are the driving forces of their businesses. 

 

 

Question 3: 

 

Does the pace of market expansion match the 

technological innovation? 

Yes 

2/8 = 

25.00% 

 

No 

4/8 = 

50.00% 

Don’t know 

2/8 = 25.00% 

 

Tableau 13: Market expansion vs. Technological innovation 
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Figure 19: Trend of IT Knowledge Services providers for Question 3 
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Nearly half of the respondents answered that there is a disparity between the market 

expansion and the technological innovation; and therefore the supply of technological 

solutions does not match the market demand of dependable services and solutions. 

This situation gives rise to consumers’ distrust to the IT Knowledge Services 

ecosystem. However, a quarter of the respondents believe that the market expansion 

and technological innovation are like chicken and the egg problem and they almost 

go along each other. A similar number (quarter) of the respondents have no clear 

idea of this gap! 

 

 

Question 4: 

 

Is secure and trustworthy provision of services is 

a strong reason to switch the service provider? 

Yes 

6/8 = 

75.00% 

 

No 

2/8 = 

25.00% 

Don’t know 

0/8 = 0% 

 

Tableau 14: Trustworthy provision of services 
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Figure 20: Trend of IT Knowledge Services providers for Question 4 
 

 

A majority of the respondents answered that reliability of IT Knowledge Services in 

terms of security and trustworthiness is a crucial factor for selecting or changing a 

service provider. However, a quarter of the respondents believe that this is not the 

sole reason for switching service providers; quality of service (in terms of 

performance), price, etc. are the factors that are considered along with the security 

and trustwor-thiness while making a decision of switching service provider is made. 

 

 

Question 5: 

 

Customers are ready to pay more for better 

security of the IT Knowledge Services? 

Yes 

1/8 = 

12.50% 

 

No 

7/8 = 

87.50% 

Don’t know 

0/8 = 0% 

 

Tableau 15: Customers willingness to pay more for better security 
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Figure 21: Trend of IT Knowledge Services providers for Question 5 
 

 

A vast majority of the respondents do not expect that their customers would be ready 

to pay more for better security features of the IT Knowledge Services. Nevertheless, 

very few respondents think that a small fraction of their clients will pay more if a 

better solution is proposed to them. 

 

 

Question 6: 

 

Can the higher security costs be offset by using virtualization technologies (such as 

multitenancy)? 

Yes               No             It may be possible           Don’t know        Never think of it 

0/8 =            0/8 =                 5/8 =                              2/8 =                  1/8 =  

0%                0%                  62.50%                          25.00%              12.50% 
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Tableau 16: Impact of virtualization technologies on the security costs 
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Figure 22: Trend of IT Knowledge Services providers for Question 6 
 

 

There was no clear/direct answer of this question as nearly all the respondents felt 

that the proper answer of this question requires thorough knowledge of virtualisation 

technology; still majority of the respondents believe that emerging virtualisation 

technologies have shown great potential in the services sector in general and their 

promising capabilities maybe helpful in balancing the extra costs incurred in the 

enhanced security solutions. 

 

 

Question 7: 

 

Do you need smarter technological solutions to Yes No Don’t know 
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expand your customer base? 6/8 =       

75.00% 

0/8 =       

0% 

2/8 =       

25.00% 

 

 

Tableau 17: Technological solutions for the exapnsion of customers base 
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Figure 23: Trend of IT Knowledge Services providers for Question 7 
 

 

Majority of the respondents gave affirmative response to this question; however, a 

quarter of the respondents were not sure if technological solutions can be sufficient 

for the expansion of their customer base. They believe that other factors such as 

customers outreach and how these solutions are presented play a significant role in 

the market skimming of their service products. 

 

 

Question 8: 
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Is it a range of new solutions that can leverage 

consumer confidence  

OR  

Yes 

2/8 =       

25.00% 

No 

5/8 =       

62.50% 

Don’t know 

1/8 =       

12.50% 

 

It is the way these solutions are used in the 

products (services)? 

Yes 

5/8 =       

62.50% 

No 

2/8 =       

25.00% 

Don’t know 

1/8 =       

12.50% 

 

 

Tableau 18: Role of new solutions 
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Figure 24: Trend of IT Knowledge Services providers for Question 8 
 

 

It is evident from the responses of this question that only a novel solution is not 

powerful enough to leverage the consumer confidence; it is rather the way these 

solutions are used in the products (IT Knowledge Services in this case). A clear 

majority of the respondents was agreed that there is no silver-bullet kind of 
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technological solution that can raise the consumer confidence. A rigorous 

methodology of using these solutions is needed for improving the consumer 

confidence.  

 

 

Question 9: 

 

What should be the novelty in the novel solutions?    

Don’t know             Enable customers to verify security          Easy to use 

0/8 = 0%                 3/8 = 37.50%                                            8/8 = 100.00%                    

 

Bugs-free design        Stability                     Reliability                       Cost-effective  

6/8 = 75.00%              8/8 = 100.00%          8/8 = 100.00%                4/8 = 50.00%                     

 

Other(s): 2/8 = 25.00% 

 

 

Tableau 19: Desired features in the new solutions 
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Figure 25: Trend of IT Knowledge Services providers for Question 9 
 

 

All the respondents asked for stability, reliability and usability as fundamental 

characteristics of the novel solutions. In other words, these features are not fully 

addressed in the existing solutions or they are the functional gaps in achieving 

maximal consumer confidence in the IT Knowledge Services of today. Other 

characteristics solicited by a good number of respondents are bugs-free design and 

cost effectiveness. 

 

 

Question 10: 

 

What is the role of awareness programs in raising the consumer confidence? 

No role                    Not a particular role          Can play a role          Has some role 

0/8 = 0%                 1/8 = 12.50%                     5/8 = 62.50%             2/8 = 25.00%      

 

Extremely important role                     Don’t know 
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0/8 = 0%                                              0/8 = 0% 

 

 

Tableau 20: Role of awareness programs 
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Figure 26: Trend of IT Knowledge Services providers for Question 10 
 

 

Majority of the respondents believes that awareness programs can raise consumer 

confidence as majority of the problems associated with the IT Knowledge Services 

are rooted in the improper use of these services by their users. A quarter of the users 

believe that awareness programs have some role in raising consumer confidence; 

however, there are other important parameters too that are essential for achieving a 

threshold level of consumer confidence for the IT Knowledge Services. 
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3.2.2. Results of Secondary Data Analysis 

 

In this section, two categories of secondary data analysis results are provided. First, 

internet-based services security survey; and second, knowledge-market model. 

 

 

Internet-based services security survey  

 

Entrust (2005) Internet Security Survey published its survey findings where 1486 

completed surveys made up the results from consumers in Europe; however, the 

overwhelming sample size was from within the United Kingdom and Germany. Key 

findings of the survey are summarized in this section. They are ranked (descending 

order) in terms of their relevance and importance to the consumer confidence in the 

online services.  

 

1. Concern regarding online identity theft is common to all regions with 

consumers in the UK being more concerned than those in Germany. 79% of 

European individuals are specifically concerned about someone stealing 

their online identity and using it to access their online bank accounts. This is 

consistent with North America where 80% of individuals were concerned. 

(UK – 82.9%, Germany – 72.1%)  

a. Notably in the UK 31% were ‘very concerned’ vs. only 11% in Germany.  

2. 12% of individuals have decreased or outright stopped doing any form of e-

commerce in the last 12 months because of concerns of identity theft. With 

only 4% of individuals having started using e-commerce in the last 12 

months, this implies an 8% overall decline in e-commerce activity in the last 

12 months. (UK – 14.7%, Germany – 7.5% have decreased or stopped vs. 

both ~4% start rates. This implies a 10% decline in e-commerce in the UK)  

3. Of European consumers who use online banking at least once a month, 85% 

would take advantage of additional, higher-value services if their identities 
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were better protected. This compares with 90% in North America. (UK – 

80%, Germany – 90%)  

4. 13% of individuals have decreased or outright stopped doing on-line banking 

in the last 12 months because of concerns of identity theft. With only 10% of 

individuals having started using online banking in the last 12 months, this 

implies a 3% overall decrease in online banking activity in the last 12 

months. (UK – 16.2%, Germany – 7.3% have decreased or stopped vs. both 

~10% start rates)  

5. Of European consumers who are not currently active in online banking, 67% 

would likely increase their activity if online identity security was improved. 

This compares with 72% of North Americans. (UK – 66%, Germany – 72%)  

6. The security of online identities would influence 51.5% of European 

consumers when selecting which bank to do business with. This compares 

with 65% of North Americans. (UK – 52%, Germany – 51%)  

7. 80% of consumers indicated that they would not be willing to incur ANY 

additional expense to increase the security of their on-line identity with “two-

factor” authentication solutions. 17% would pay between ₤1-7 / €1-10 per 

year, and only 3% would pay ₤8 / €11 or more per year for increased 

security through “two-factor” authentication. (Zero cost: UK – 85%, Germany 

– 73%)  

8. 87% of European consumers perceive two-factor authentication methods as 

easy to use (compared with 86% of North Americans), and 81% believe it 

would make their identities more secure (compared with 79% of North 

Americans). (Easy: UK – 88%, Germany – 85%) (Secure: UK – 79%, 

Germany – 82%)  

9. 79% of European consumers would be willing to use a two-factor method of 

authentication when accessing their on-line bank accounts to improve the 

security of their identity. This compares with 78% of North Americans. (UK – 

79%, Germany – 79%)  
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10. 33% of European consumers indicated a desire to use more than one 

method to access their online accounts. This compares with 38% of North 

Americans.  

11. 94% of individuals surveyed in Europe perform some form of e-commerce, 

compared with 85% in North America. (UK – 92.6%, Germany – 96.3%)  

12. Use of the Internet for commerce is almost 10% higher in Europe than in 

North America.  

13. Online banking is more prevalent in Europe than in North America. 75% of 

individuals surveyed in Europe perform online banking at least once a 

month, compared with 59% in North America. (UK – 68.9%, Germany – 

86.6%)  

 

Knowledge-market model  

 

Simard (2006) describes a cyclic end-to-end knowledge-market model comprising 

nine stages that embed, advance, or extract value into knowledge products and 

services along a IT Knowledge Services value chain. The first five stages are internal 

to a knowledge organization (production and transfer) while the last four stages are 

external (intermediaries, clients, and citizens). Because the value chain cyclic, it can 

be used to model either a supply (post-production evaluation) or a demand (pre-

production evaluation) approach to knowledge markets. 

 

A content value chain (as shown in the Figure 27) is defined as the flow of content 

through a sequence of stages in which its form is changed and its value or utility to 

users are notably increased at each stage. In the content value chain, objects are 

measured to yield data, the signal carried by data is interpreted as information 

(meaning), which is synthesized to yield knowledge (understanding), and finally, 

experience and judgment (wisdom) enable the correct application of knowledge. 
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Figure 27: Content value chain 
 

 

In general, as content moves downstream along the value chain, its value and utility 

are increased. Moving downstream involves knowledge work and associated costs, 

which presumably increases the value of the content at each stage. Thus, the further 

“upstream” one has to move to solve a problem, the greater the cost. Science is an 

exception to this linear flow, in that scientific knowledge arises from analyzing data 

and the knowledge is then transformed into information, in the form of publications. 

 

A IT Knowledge Services value chain (as shown in the Figure 28) can be defined as 

the flow of IT Knowledge Services through the IT Knowledge Services system in 

which value is embedded, advanced, or extracted by the organization, sectors, and 

society. The IT Knowledge Services value chain includes nine stages: generate, 

transform, enable, use internally, transfer, add value, use professionally, use 

personally, and evaluate. As with the content value chain, downstream services 

generally have higher embedded value than upstream services. 
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Figure 28: IT Knowledge Services value chain 
 

 

The following statements explain each stage of the IT Knowledge Services value 

chain. 

 

1. Generate – Content with intrinsic value and potential utility must be generated 

as the first stage of the IT Knowledge Services value chain. 

2. Transform – Content is transformed into products and/or services to increase 

its utility or value to users. 

3. Enable – The flow of IT Knowledge Services must be enabled to permit their 

use or transfer to clients or Canadians. 

4. Use Internally – IT Knowledge Services are used internally to accomplish 

organizational objectives. 

5. Transfer – IT Knowledge Services must be transferred to clients and 

Canadians to enable external use. 

6. Add Value – Work is done by intermediaries to increase the availability, utility, 

or value of IT Knowledge Services. 

7. Use Professionally – IT Knowledge Services are used by clients with sector-

related knowledge to benefit an identifiable sector. 

8. Use Personally – IT Knowledge Services are used by Canadians to realize 

personal benefits. 

9. Evaluate – The system is evaluated to improve its performance in supplying or 

fulfilling demands of knowledge markets. 

 

Transfer (stage 5) primarily involves intellectual rather than physical property (even 

though it may be in the form of a publication or CD-ROM). It is useful to consider how 

intellectual property rights to organizational outputs (content, products, services, and 

solutions) are transferred from an organization to the sector and society. 
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Three types of work are involved: 

 

1. Transact: Conduct or carry out business to enable the transfer of rights and 

limits to use, reuse, or redistribute outputs from the organization to 

intermediaries, clients, or Canadians. (e.g., give, license, sell) 

2. Interact: Enhance the ability, readiness, or willingness of intermediaries, 

clients, or Canadians to understand and apply outputs to solve their problems. 

(e.g., provide, explain, support). 

3. Transfer: Deliver, distribute, or disseminate outputs to intermediaries, clients, 

or Canadians (e.g., publish, disseminate, send). Transfer may be via any or all 

of several electronic or physical channels: on-site, off-site, kiosk, mail, on-line, 

email, or telephony. 

 

A value-chain approach to IT Knowledge Services demonstrates a number of key 

principles: 

 

1. IT Knowledge Services are much richer and more complex than simply 

transferring knowledge from providers to users. 

2. Content flows through a sequence of stages in which its form is changed and 

its value or utility to users are increased at each stage. 

3. A knowledge value chain comprises nine stages in which value is embedded, 

advanced or extracted at each stage. 

4. Transfer primarily involves intellectual property rights rather than physical 

property. 
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4. Recommendations and Conclusions  
 

 

4.1. Recommendations 

 

This section provides a set of recommendations on how to use value chain analysis 

to manage consumer confidence in IT Knowledge Services. These recommendations 

are based on the findings of the research carried out for this thesis. They are ranked 

(descending order) in terms of their significance for managing consumer confidence 

in the IT knowledge services. 

 

Tableau 21: Final set of recommendations and corresponding remarks 
 

R
an

k 

 

Recommendations 

 

Remarks/Reasons 

1. Value chain should be developed in a 

way that consumer confidence can 

directly be derived from the reliability of 

IT Knowledge Services. 

It has been found during this research 

that consumer confidence suffers huge 

setback when IT knowledge services fail 

to provide their promised quality. The 

resulting decay of trust takes enormous 

time to restore the consumer 

confidence. Often it never reached back 

to the same level of their trust. 

For the IT knowledge services, it is 

better to invest in achieving better 

reliability of their products (IT knowledge 

services) rather than spending on the 

post incident scenarios. Besides coping 

with the reputation problem, they often 

end-up spending more resources in the 
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fixes and added assurances for their 

customers.  

2. The reliability metrics of IT Knowledge 

Services should include the IT 

knowledge acquisition process besides 

their infrastructural performance issues. 

There are not too many metrics for 

measuring the reliability of IT knowledge 

services. Moreover, they do not provide 

fine-grained measurement mechanism. 

Having such a vague set of metrics, it 

becomes very important to identify the 

knowledge handling/processing stages 

accurately so as to calculate the 

reliability factor with better precision. 

It has been found during this research 

that a number of IT knowledge services’ 

reliability issues arise from their 

knowledge acquisition process (input 

from clients, access to the third party 

information base, computations from 

some related raw data, etc.). However, 

the knowledge acquisition process is 

generally not included in the reliability 

metrics; rather IT knowledge services’ 

infrastructural performance is 

considered as the sum and substance of 

reliability assessment. It has also found 

during this research that a number of 

privacy breaches take place during the 

knowledge acquisition process, but they 

often remained unaccounted resulting in 

the persistence of the real problem. 

3. Privacy is a crucial element of the 

consumers’ confidence in the IT 

There exist a set of PETs. However, 

they are not suitable for the dynamic 
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Knowledge Services. There is a strong 

need to tailor a new generation of 

privacy enhancing techniques (PETs) 

suitable for the dynamic environments. 

For the formal validation of the suitability 

of these PETs for the IT Knowledge 

Services, there is a need to develop the 

privacy impact assessment (PIA) 

methodology(ies). 

environments like the IT knowledge 

services. These PETs were mainly 

developed for the static environments 

such as hospital paper records, assuring 

trade secrets, etc.; however, they do not 

fit well in the framework of today’s online 

services. 

It has been found during this research 

that often existing PETs are being 

engineered to adapt the IT knowledge 

services. They work to some extent but 

cannot assure complete privacy 

throughout the lifecycle of IT knowledge 

services. Moreover, the impact of the 

privacy on the customers’ base is 

becoming significant and therefore 

besides IT knowledge services specific 

PETs, there is a strong need to develop 

PIA methodologies to counter the 

impact of privacy on the customers’ 

base. 

4. The costs and risks associated with the 

enhancement of consumer confidence 

require thorough investigation so as to 

determine the needful trade-off between 

wider acceptance of IT Knowledge 

Services and the acceptable risks level. 

It has been found during this research 

that a vast majority of consumers are 

reluctant to pay additional charges for 

enhanced security solutions. It is 

therefore become indispensable for the 

IT knowledge service providers to 

evaluate the costs incurred in gaining 

consumer confidence and the risks 

associated with this investment. It is 

seen as a collective problem of all the IT 
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knowledge service providers. 

5. Maintenance procedures of consumers’ 

data in IT knowledge bases should 

provide a set of checkpoints so that 

consumers can be enabled to monitor 

the processing of their data. 

This is a rule of human psyche that 

‘people believe what they see’. The 

same trend was observed during this 

research that majority of the respondent 

consumers believe that their trust on the 

IT knowledge services will be consi-

derably enhanced if they will be given 

some means of monitoring the proces-

sing of their data. 

6. There is a strong need to develop 

consumers’ better understanding of the 

terms and conditions of IT Knowledge 

Services and the privacy policy of using 

them. 

Emphasis has been given so far in 

simplifying the language of terms and 

conditions of IT knowledge services and 

the privacy policy of using them. 

However, it has been found during this 

research that the problem not neces-

sarily lies in the language juggleries 

only, it can be originated from the way, 

they are presented and especially 

reading these conditions will provide any 

better perspective in terms of services/ 

provider selection and/or negotiating 

services’ parameters, etc. 

7. Usability of IT Knowledge Services’ 

design is an important parameter. 

Consumers should be able to tap the full 

potential of these services without 

requiring specialised background. 

A great source of vulnerability in the IT 

knowledge services lies in the incorrect 

manipulation of their parameters. It has 

been found during this research that 

there is a strong need to incorporate 

ergonomics principles in the design 

pattern of IT knowledge services so that 
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their common users can intuitionally use 

them. 

8. IT Knowledge Services have broader 

range than the geopolitical and societal 

borders. It is therefore indispensable 

that social values and behavioural 

changes be considered with a focus on 

consumer confidence. 

One of the peculiar differences between 

IT knowledge services vis-à-vis other 

traditional services is their broader 

customers’ base independent of geogra-

phical boundaries. This scale of 

business puts additional responsibilities 

on the shoulders of the IT knowledge 

service providers. They have to address 

the various needs of different kind of 

public. The IT knowledge service 

providers need to gain knowledge about 

the cultures of their clients in order to 

better understand their needs (e.g. 

offering special packages on the eve of 

local festivals) 

9. Finally, it is important to explore the 

liability of the IT Knowledge Services in 

the real-life usage scenarios. Besides, 

technical issues, it should also address 

social, legal, and ethical concerns. 

Information technology in general seen 

as a pure ‘technological domain’; how-

ever, IT’s widespread state has already 

made it a commodity (public utility). This 

situation has coined novel concepts like 

digital governance, cybernetics, etc. IT 

knowledge services are although 

comparatively newer; still they are 

required to adequately address their 

legal and ethical liabilities to the society 

in general and their consumers in 

particular. 
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4.2. Conclusions 

 

This thesis presents a detailed analysis of the end-users’ trust requirements for the 

adoption of IT knowledge services. The users’ community of these services consists 

of individuals (human users, general public) as well as businesses. The impact of IT 

knowledge services on their diverse community of users varies enormously. There 

are several social issues that are associated with the behaviour of human users of IT 

knowledge services; whereas business models play predominant role in the 

behaviour of businesses using IT knowledge services. The business interests of the 

providers of these services circle around the services reliability as their customers’ 

confidence is heavily dependant on the credibility of these services. 

 

The primary data for this thesis was collected through a set of interviews/surveys (78 

service users and 8 service providers). It has been found during this research that 

more than half of the respondents were not confident about the internet-based IT 

knowledge services; whereas a considerable number of these respondents were 

completely unsure about these services. Majority of the respondents do not consider 

internet as a safe underlying infrastructure. Their majority believes that internet-

based services (such as IT knowledge services) should be designed in a way to cope 

with the inherent deficiencies of the internet. A vast majority of the respondents uses 

the IT knowledge services. They believe that IT knowledge services have improved 

their lives. However, their majority is always concerned about their privacy while 

using these services. Still, a vast majority of these respondents do not read the 

privacy statements and general conditions of using IT knowledge services mainly 

because the privacy statements and usage conditions are not flexible enough to 

engage them. Majority of the respondents think that their trust level will be increased 

if such monitoring mechanism is provided to them. However, not a single respondent 

was willing to pay more for a better set of security guarantees. 
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The survey of the IT knowledge service providers revealed that their majority believe 

that their business is stimulated by the consumer confidence. However, nearly half of 

them believe that there is a disparity between the market expansion and the 

technological innovation; and therefore the supply of technological solutions does not 

match the market demand of dependable services and solutions. This situation gives 

rise to consumers’ distrust to the IT knowledge services ecosystem. It was evident 

from the results of this research that only a novel solution would not be powerful 

enough to leverage the consumer confidence; it is rather the way these solutions 

would be used in the products (IT knowledge services). A rigorous methodology of 

using these solutions is therefore needed for improving the consumer confidence. 

 

A number of recommendations are made in this thesis. These recommendations are 

based on the empirical research and the analysis of the secondary data collected in 

the course of this work. It is concluded that value chain should be developed in a way 

that consumer confidence can directly be derived from the reliability of IT knowledge 

services. The reliability metrics of IT knowledge services should include the IT 

knowledge acquisition process besides their infrastructural performance issues. A 

new generation of privacy enhancing techniques (PETs), suitable for the dynamic 

environments, is recommended. The need of privacy impact assessment (PIA) 

methodologies is also highlighted. It is highly advised that maintenance procedures 

of consumers’ data in IT knowledge bases should provide a set of checkpoints so 

that consumers can be enabled to monitor the processing of their data. Usability of IT 

knowledge services’ design (including the terms and conditions of IT knowledge 

services and the privacy policy of using them) is an important parameter. Consumers 

should be able to tap the full potential of these services without requiring specialised 

background. Last but not the least is to emphasise the role of social and cultural 

values in winning the consumer confidence as the intrinsic nature of IT knowledge 

services have broader range than the geopolitical and societal borders; and therefore 

besides, technical issues, social, legal, and ethical concerns should also be 

adequately addressed. 
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Appendix – 1: Survey Form for Consumers 

 

Do you believe that internet is a secure mean of 

communication? 

Yes No 

If not:   

• Will you trust internet-based services if its underlying 

infrastructure is made more secure? 

Yes No 

• Do you expect internet-based services to be resilient? 

– i.e. their security should be independent of the 

internet vulnerabilities 

Yes No 

   

   

You had any personal experience of online fraud? Yes  No 

If yes:    

• Did you manage to recover the losses incurred? Yes No 

• Did you plan for such incidence (by purchasing some 

kind of insurance)? 

Yes No 

• Did you get compensation from service provider? Yes No 

   

   

Do you use IT Knowledge Services? Yes No 

If yes:   

• In general, how often are you concerned about your privacy while you are 

using IT Knowledge Services? (select only one): 

 Never Rare Occasionally Often Frequently Always 

• Do IT Knowledge Services bring betterment in your 

life? 

Yes No 

• Do you believe that advantages of using IT Knowledge 

Services exceed the privacy concerns? 

Yes No 

If not:   

• Do you avoid IT Knowledge Services? Yes No 

If yes, then what is the most probable reason for this   
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(select only one): 

• You do not trust these services   

• They’re difficult to use   

• You do not have easy access to these resources   

• Other ___________________________________   

   

   

Which of the following personal information, you can comfortably provide to the IT 

Knowledge Services (you can select more than one entry): 

Name Profession Address Telephone Email 

Date of birth Gender Marital status Family composition 

Other (please specify) _________________________________________________ 

 

 

What do you expect from the IT Knowledge Services providers in respect to the 

information they have collected from you? 

• Retain the information for their future use (ease of using these services)  

All of them          Some of them (name them please) ____________________ 

                           ________________________________________________ 

• Delete the information as soon as the services are completed  

 All of them         Some of them (name them please) ____________________ 

                                 ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Do you trust IT Knowledge Services providers that your privacy will be maintained 

(your information will not be used for any other purpose)? 

Strongly 

agree 

Agree Disagree Strongly 

disagree 

Don’t bother Don’t know 

 

 

Do you find the privacy statement and general conditions of using IT Knowledge 

Services comprehensible (easy to understand)? 
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Yes No Not all of them I don’t read them 

 

 

What is your background? 

IT Professional Legal expert Other (please specify) ______________ 

 

 

Does your background facilitates/impedes your understanding of privacy statement 

and general conditions of using IT Knowledge Services? 

Yes No They are easy 

for everyone 

They are 

difficult to 

understand for 

professionals 

too 

Don’t know 

 

 

Do you have any mean of monitoring of the processing of your personal data? 

Yes No Don’t know Don’t care 

 

 

Will your trust level be increased if you’d be enabled to monitor your personal data 

handling? 

Yes No Don’t know Don’t care 

 

 

Are you ready to pay more for better security of the services? 

Yes No Depends on the 

security guarantees  

Depends on the 

price 

 

 

 

What is your overall assessment about the internet-based IT Knowledge Services 
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(please select only one): 

• Yes, I am confident 

• No, I am not confident 

• Unsure,  I am not sure about them 
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Appendix – 2: Survey Form for Service Providers 

 

 

Is it difficult to motivate people to become users of 

IT Knowledge Services? 

Yes No Don’t know 

    

Is consumer confidence stimulating your business? Yes No Don’t know 

    

Does the pace of market expansion match the 

technological innovation? 

Yes No Don’t know 

    

Is secure and trustworthy provision of services is a 

strong reason to switch the service provider? 

Yes No Don’t know 

    

Customers are ready to pay more for better security 

of the IT Knowledge Services? 

Yes No Don’t know 

    

Can the higher security costs be offset by using virtualization technologies (such as 

multitenancy)? 

Yes      No        It may be possible           Don’t know        Never think of it 

 

Do you need smarter technological solutions to 

expand your customer base? 

Yes No Don’t know 

    

Is it a range of new solutions that can leverage 

consumer confidence OR  

Yes No Don’t know 

It is the way these solutions are used in the products 

(services)? 

Yes No Don’t know 

    

What should be the novelty in the novel solutions?    

Don’t know             Enable customers to verify security          Easy to use 

Bugs-free design        Stability              Reliability                 Cost-effective  
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Other(s): ___________________________________________________________ 

    

What is the role of awareness programs in raising the consumer confidence? 

No role       Not a particular role          Can play a role          Has some role 

Extremely important role                     Don’t know 

    

 

 


